Year 6 Spring Term – 2

Maths
English

Science
LFL
RE

Fractions:
Children will study the topic of fractions for the whole of the half term
The pupils will learn to compare and order fractions, they will put them in ascending and descending order. The children will also learn to recognise fractions
of shapers, recall common equivalent fractions. Further into the term the pupils will learn to add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions with different
denominators and mixed numbers.
They will also learnt to find a fraction of an amount and also learn about the equivalence between fractions decimals and percentages
Genre: Poetry and narrative
The pupils will study poetry, the themes that exist in the poem The Lady of Shallot. The pupils will continue preparing for the coming SATs tests by
practising a variety of reading skills.
The pupils will also look at narrative, they will study classic Arabic folk stories such as the story of Aladdin fro One thousand and one Arabian nights. The
pupils will study a variety of skills depending upon their target groups.
The pupils will also study Grammar, punctuation and spelling studying topics such as active and passive voice and co-ordinating and subordinating
conjunctions.
Living things and their habitats: Pupils will study living things and their habitats. They will learn about classification of animals, use branching keys and learn
about microorganisms including conducting experiments.
Topic: Early Islamic Civilization
Learning through: History, Geography, Art and Design
Pupils will study ancient Islamic civilisation. They will learn about the ancient city of Baghdad, the round city. They will learn about what life was like in the
Islamic empire and how the studies conducted and the discoveries made at that time effect the lives of people today. Pupils will also learn about famous
figures from that time such as Ibn Al-Hazen

PE

Themes: Courage and suffering, putting others first
Children will explore the themes of courage and suffering as well as putting others first. They will explore this through a variety of themes religious and folk
stories as well as imagined real life situations
Please remember to bring your P.E. Kits in on a Monday and Tuesday.
Your child will be developing their physical skills through: Hockey – learning how to defend and attack, learning the rules of the Hockey game and the
passing and shooting skills involved.
Dance:
Children will learn a simple routine and will then extend this routine with their own ideas working in small teams

Homework

We currently give homework out on a Thursday and collect it in on a Thursday, this may vary as per target group teacher. Homework will support the
learning in class that week or prepare the children for the following weeks learning.

